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The Wallace Sound Performs “Warped” at Wallace Community College
Spring Concert Benefits Wiregrass Children’s Home

Pictured (left to right): Cliff Coleman, Victoria Luchner and Michael Anderson perform “Time Warp” from “Rocky Horror Picture Show.”

Dothan, Ala. – The Wallace Sound, the student choral group at Wallace Community College, presented the original production “Warped: A Musical Journey Through Time” on March 8th and 9th in Bencze Auditorium in Cherry Hall.
Donations given during the performances of “Warped” benefited Wiregrass Children’s Home.

Claudia Bryan, Director of Choral Programs, commented on the group’s commitment to the performance: “From the start, the students embraced the idea of supporting the Wiregrass Children’s Home with their concert, and they worked very hard to put on a quality production for a worthy cause.” The group of 22 students performed songs from Broadway favorites, including “Grease,” “Rent,” “Tommy” and “American Idiot.”

Wallace Sound member Eric Collier played the narrator for the production, which he co-wrote with fellow cast member Landon Smith. The cast and crew of “Warped” began practicing last fall. “I am very proud of the show’s success, but more than that I am proud of the students’ love and support for each other as well as their ability to recognize the need to give to others,” added Bryan.

In an encore performance, the group previewed “You Can’t Stop The Beat” from “Hairspray,” which will be presented April 19-21. “Hairspray” will be the first musical at the College in 35 years.


An estimated total crowd of 1,200 attended the concert over both nights.

For more information about Wallace Community College, call (334) 983-3521 or (800) 543-2426.
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More photos on next page.